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(OPPOSITE) Paula Gerbase in her London
studio. (BELOW) Looks from 1205’s s/s
2015 collection.
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From a young age, fashion designer Paula
Gerbase viewed simplicity as a mode of survival. Born in Brazil to a pair of perpetually
traveling doctors, she spent her childhood in
Baltimore and adolescence in Switzerland.
She visited countless countries in between,
fostering an acute awareness of the sometimes imperceptible shifts in how different
cultures dress. Living in Maryland, in particular, provided two formative experiences.
There, Gerbase befriended a Japanese girl
who didn’t speak English; they communicated through the act of making, with origami being their medium of choice. She was
also exposed to Amish communities, where
uniform attire and custom reigned. “What
struck me was how the straightforward,
uncompromising aesthetics of their garments
were not based on frivolous design ideals, but
a commitment to purity and function,” says
the 32-year-old Gerbase, who founded her
label, 1205, five years ago.
Clothing as a mode of communication—
between the wearer and the world, or the
designer and the wearer—is a central theme
of 1205. The brand’s pieces are marked by
exemplary craftsmanship, distilled shapes,
and unconventional materials. Nominated
last year for a British Fashion Award for
emerging womenswear designer, Gerbase
often utilizes a mostly print-free palette
of navy, gray, blue, and white—colors that
emphasize the masterly weave and cut of the
custom fabric.
As a graduate of Central Saint Martins,
where she studied womenswear, Gerbase
longed for a more traditional approach to
making clothes. In 2004, she began working on Savile Row, in the women’s tailoring atelier at Hardy Amies, the last couture
house in the U.K. She was trained through
long periods of observation, instructed not
to touch anything; later she was allowed
to hand-stitch garments and perform small
alterations. “I was told every day that I knew
nothing, and it was fantastic,” Gerbase says.
“They taught me the fundamental elements
of garment-making, like how to use an iron,
for example. Wool can be sculpted by steam.”
After a tailor encouraged her to perfect her
craft by learning how to cut menswear, she
moved down the street to Kilgour, where she
served as head designer for five years.
These experiences formed the foundation
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of 1205, which Gerbase launched after deciding not to become a tailor. As with a surgeon’s
craft, she says, tailoring requires a lifetime.
She also missed the creative side of clothing,
and wanted to make pieces full of the conviction and quality she felt were absent in
fashion. Informed by architecture and geography, her first presentations featured pieces
designed for both men and women. “It was
frustrating because rather than looking at the
fabric or proportions, people got stuck on
the idea of androgyny—the complete opposite of what I was trying to express,” Gerbase
says, adding that she tires of overly simplistic
terms such as “unisex” and “androgynous.”
Her work, she says, is concerned with how
a garment is made rather than who wears it.
Producing all of her tailoring fabrics exclusively in England, she uses thin Swiss cottons
with a paperlike finish that only its wearer
would detect, and raw, loomstate windowpane prints that yield sharp, sculptural edges.
She plays with unusual pairings of materials
and garments, apparent in a formal threepiece suit made of technical fabric. Small
surprises, like a different-colored cuff or
hidden internal pocket, abound, revealing
tiny, delicate messages from the designer to
the garment’s wearer.
Like many perceptive, curious people,
Gerbase is also a bibliophile, and books drive
her design process. Often, she fills them with
copious notes and goes on voracious bouts
of reading on a chosen subject. Particular
words give way to concepts and feelings
that she translates into textiles. The fabrics
dictate shapes, which she then refines by
going back to her books. In 1205’s studio of
10, Gerbase’s hands-on approach is imperative. “If I weren’t so involved, it wouldn’t
feel true, and I feel like my customer would
know,” she says.
Concurrent to her work at 1205, Gerbase
also serves as creative director at the
166-year-old British shoe company John
Lobb, where she’s tasked with modernizing the brand. Before accepting the role
last summer, she had never designed a full
collection of shoes. “They have an amazing
factory in Northampton, and it happens that
I love being in factories,” says Gerbase. “It’s
sort of like going back to Savile Row, with a
completely new set of skills. I always want to
know more—I’m greedy that way.”

